
Bluestone & Granite



Stone Hub's bluestone has become the preferred 
choice amongst leading designers and award winning landscapers, being 
specified in some of Australia's most prestigious properties.  As we source direct 
from the quarries, we can deliver the best quality available in the market at an 
affordable price for all to use.

Stone Hub source bluestone from two quarries, which we sell under the names 
Bluestone Graphite & Bluestone Carbon.

ABOUT BLUESTONE

BLUESTONE GRAPHITE

This bluestone is blue grey in colour with 
just enough fissures and vesicles (known 
as “cat's paw”) to have very similar 
characteristics to Victorian bluestone.

BLUESTONE CARBON

This bluestone colour toning is more of a 
charcoal grey with smaller micro holes 
and generally less “cat's paw” than the 
Bluestone Graphite.

Sandblasted 

The surface is sandblasted
to create a subtle textured finish

Stone Hub keep a comprehens ive s tandard 
range of bluestone in this finish, which has a very light
hone on the surface to take out any unsightly saw marks

Standard “Sawn”

The stone surface has a smoother finish
and the colour is significantly darkened

Honed

Bush hammered

The surface is mechanically hammered
to give a heavily pitted finish

The surface is brushed to give a subtle
textured finish similar to sandblasted
with a darkening of the colour

Brushed 



Standard finish for the above granite paving is flamed, which exfoliates the surface to 
deliver uniform appearance, better slip resistance and a pleasant aesthetic. The 
exception is Outback which is offered in a bush hammered (mechanically pitted) finish.

Stone Hub offer granite pavers in a wide range of standard colours.

ABOUT GRANITE

Alpine

white colour with
subtle black fleck

Metro

black colour with
subtle mottling

Urban

grey colour with
subtle black fleck

Outback

beige colour
with gold toning 

Square Edge
The currently more popular modern alternative, this coper features a 
square face with a 3mm aris on the top & bottom edge.  The face also has 
the same surface finish as the top for uniformity.

Rebated Square Edge
A variation on the Square Edge, this L-shaped coper cut from a solid piece 
of stone features a drop face with arised edging as per the Square Edge. 
This popular coping creates a statement with its solid look.

Bullnose
The classic pool coping, featuring a 180 degree curved face.

At Stone Hub we pride ourselves on a comprehensive range of stone sizes, finishes and profiles.  
However, we understand that some landscape projects call for custom made product to suit. 

The advantage of our natural stone is the ability to create an almost endless array of custom 
possibilities, and at Stone Hub we are the industry benchmark for short lead times and surprisingly 
affordability with customisation.

At Stone Hub we can customise length, width, thickness, surface finish, edge treatment & shape.

Our bluestone & granite is available in a number of various profiles:

POOL COPING PROFILES

CUSTOMISATION



w www.stonehub.com.au
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f   www.facebook.com/stonehub

Selection center address:
275 Whitehorse Rd Balwyn, VIC 3103 St
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